
Webinar on Groundbreaking Video Technology
& Surprise Prizes

Video Pal DEMO - See ALL what VideoPal can do

A new "futuristic" video technology is
releasing in a few days... Anybody is
invited to join an exclusive live webinar
on Thursday, February 16th at 7PM EST

MADRID, MADRID, SPAIN, February 16,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Anybody is
invited to join an exclusive live webinar
on Thursday, February 16th at 7PM EST.

A new "futuristic" video technology is
releasing in a few days... 

Some fortunate people will be getting the
FIRST "sneak-peek" before the rest of
the world gets to see this revolutionary video software in action and also a chance to win some of the
surprise prizes, just for attending!

People who have seen this
technology in action  are
calling it a "game-changer",
"pattern interrupt",
"revolutionary",
"groundbreaking"
technology!”

Todd Gross

People who have seen this technology in action  are calling it
a "game-changer", "pattern interrupt", "revolutionary",
"groundbreaking" technology! 

This new 'VideoPal' technology will instantly skyrocket any
business types leads, sales and profits using TINY videos.. 

On Thursday February 16th at 7PM EST anybody will have a
chance to WIN a "free copy" of this never-seen-before
software and a lot more.... 

In this exclusive live training event attendees will discover:

- A revolutionary groundbreaking technology that generates 500+ leads daily with TINY videos
WITHOUT YouTube.

- Never seen before automation tool that makes us $300 per day in profits on autopilot with no
website, no product, no list or technical experience.

- How the presenter is using these TINY secret video machines that takes 60 seconds to setup and
consistently drives them hundreds of leads and sales daily over and over again.

- Real case studies of people with ZERO technical experience getting hundreds of leads and making
4 to 5 figures per month will be revealed so anybody can copy their campaigns!

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://videopal.info/videopal-webinar-groundbreaking-technology-surprise-prizes/?utm_source=EinPressWire&utm_campaign=VideoPal&utm_medium=email&utm_content=Webinar


VideoPal Product Image

- SURPRISE PRIZES: THREE lucky
attendees will be selected randomly to
win $100 in cash each! Plus, tons of
other cool prizes and bonuses will be
given away! See just a few of them here
and there is much more…

There may be no webinar replay or there
may be, bu, but how will people know if
they don’t sign up for the webinar? But it
is also very important to attend this one
time exclusive training webinar and
hence, be able to get all the freebies and
prices offered.

NOTE: only 1000 live seats are available
so anybody should make sure to register
and mark down the date before all spots are taken! This webinar will be definitively booked out, so
interested people should better arrive at least 15 minutes before it starts. 

Visit this page, where interested people will find the same details, but also all links give you get direct
access to the Webinar, additionally visitors will find a their first Video Training already available to
download: 

"Video Lead Magnet", a video training series the teaches how to generate high quality leads for any
business in just a few hours, revealing no nonsense, straight to the point methods anyone can use to
get targeted traffic regardless of budget or experience!

For more information, please visit this page
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